


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Fwd: Dogs

Date: December 15, 2014 at 11:21 PM
To: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@nps.gov

Begin forwarded message:

From: Frank Dean <frank_dean@nps.gov>
Date: December 15, 2014 at 1:20:28 PM PST
To: Peggy O'Dell <peggy_o'dell@nps.gov>
Cc: Lehnertz Chris <chris_lehnertz@ >, Howard Levitt <Howard_Levitt@nps.gov>
Subject: Re: Dogs

Okay Peggy.

Howard, let's also call Jason Elliott in mayor's office to get some
context about the meeting.

Frank

Frank Dean
General Superintendent
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
201 Fort Mason
San Francisco, CA 94123
(415) 561-4720

On Dec 15, 2014, at 1:07 PM, Peggy O'Dell <peggy_o'dell@nps.gov> wrote:

Need three sentences on where you are with dogs. Sally meeting with SF Mayor. Need by Thursday please. Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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From: Peggy O'Dell peggy_o'dell@nps.gov
Subject: Dogs

Date: December 15, 2014 at 2:08 PM
To: Frank Dean frank_dean@nps.gov
Cc: Lehnertz Chris chris_lehnertz@

Need three sentences on where you are with dogs. Sally meeting with SF Mayor. Need by Thursday please. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone

(b) (6)
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From: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@
Subject: Re: Last piece of dog management presentation to Dan Bernal

Date: July 13, 2015 at 4:53 PM
To: Amy Meyer a7w2m@ , Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org, rebecae@
Cc: chris_lehnertz@

Amy, Neal, and Becky:

Try this ...

1.  Golden Gate petitioned the NPS regional and national directorate to be able to develop a GOGA-specific rule for dog management
that both met the preservation and recreation mandates of an NPS site, and also acknowledged the then-30 year tradition of off-leash
dog use in areas of the park, and park ownership of most of the beach areas in San Francisco and southern Marin.  It is a significant
stretch for NPS to even consider off-leash dog use.

2.  Of 407 areas of the NPS, not one permits off leash dog use.

2.  Unlike single-issue stakeholders, NPS is required to consider the desires of a broad array of park users.

3.  The sites that are most contested in the park are those which are popular with all users - Fort Funston, Ocean Beach, Crissy Field,
Rodeo Beach, and Muir Beach.  Four of these areas have proposed off-leash areas. Others of the 22 areas originally evaluated for
use zoning are also used and enjoyed by a broad spectrum of visitors.  

4.  NPS carefully assessed every area governed by the 1979 Pet Policy, and later added key San Mateo County sites that were not
owned or managed by the park in 1979, to determine if there were any areas where dogs could be permitted off leash without
threatening sensitive or threatended wildlife and plants, and which also permitted opportunities for those who want a dog-free
experience.  We identified 7 areas where we feel off leash dog use can occur.

5.  In addition to the 7 proposed off leash areas, there are 21 areas (including some that also permit off leash) that propose on-leash
dog walking.

6.  Commercial dog walking is permitted in many park areas; NPS authority to permit this use is contested by several groups.

Howard

On Fri, Jul 10, 2015 at 4:42 PM, Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ > wrote:
Dear Chris,

Neal, Becky, and I have pulled together all but the last piece of paper for the meeting with Dan on Wednesday. They are 1) a
shortened version of the preamble Howard sent us and 2) the chart he sent showing what neighboring agencies do. I found 3) the
CFR citation and will provide Dan with a copy, highlighting sections 1 and 2..

Howard said he’d get on the paper that summarizes the relevant sections of the Dog Management Plan as soon as he returns on
Monday. This has to be in bullet or other short form–– it’s my experience that Dan does not have the time to deal with anything of
any length. He will simply want to know the essentials.

I need the paper by Tuesday morning because I want to send the 4 papers to Dan ahead of time and want him to be able to share
them with the person he is including in our meeting from their Washington office. I also have to go over the paper with Neal and
Becky before I use it.

I have to leave by 9:30 Monday morning for an event for the opening of the New Presidio Parkway. I will be back about noon. I leave
for a doctors appointment at 2:15. Back near 4.

Best,

Amy

(b) (6)

(b) (6)(b) (6)
(b) (6)
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: Last piece of dog management presentation to Dan Bernal

Date: July 10, 2015 at 4:42 PM
To: chris_lehnertz@
Cc: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@

Dear Chris, 

Neal, Becky, and I have pulled together all but the last piece of paper for the meeting with Dan on Wednesday. They are 1) a
shortened version of the preamble Howard sent us and 2) the chart he sent showing what neighboring agencies do. I found 3) the
CFR citation and will provide Dan with a copy, highlighting sections 1 and 2..

Howard said he’d get on the paper that summarizes the relevant sections of the Dog Management Plan as soon as he returns on
Monday. This has to be in bullet or other short form–– it’s my experience that Dan does not have the time to deal with anything of any
length. He will simply want to know the essentials.

I need the paper by Tuesday morning because I want to send the 4 papers to Dan ahead of time and want him to be able to share
them with the person he is including in our meeting from their Washington office. I also have to go over the paper with Neal and Becky
before I use it.

I have to leave by 9:30 Monday morning for an event for the opening of the New Presidio Parkway. I will be back about noon. I leave
for a doctors appointment at 2:15. Back near 4.

Best,

Amy

(b) (6)
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Re: Dog meeting with Dan Bernal

Date: July 8, 2015 at 9:54 PM
To: Amy Meyer a7w2m@

Hi Amy,

I will see what we can put together, and will call you to make sure I have it right. We can summarize what was in the supplemental
EIS, which may be the best route to go.

Your message is right on target, that we were directed by a judge to go through a rule making, which could easily have been to
simply adopt the regulation that applies to the other 406 national parks - Part 35 Section 2.15 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
But, instead, GGNRA chose to promulgate a rule that is more liberal (weaker?) than what every other park in the nation implements.
Some say that we are bending over backwards to make sure we provide off-leash experiences in five different locations in GGNRA
when there are none in the entire rest of the nation. 

Heard today that Representative Speier posted on Facebook that she introduced a dog management amendment that did not pass,
but she would keep trying. I haven't seen it yet. 

Thanks, talk to you soon.

Chris 

On Jul 8, 2015, at 9:50 AM, Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ > wrote:

Dear Chris,

Neal, Becky, and I are meeting with Dan Bernal next Wednesday, 7/15, at 1 pm.

Howard supplied us with some good background information including underlying legislation and policy and also a chart showing
what neighboring agencies are doing re: dogs.

We will summarize the nationwide dog regulations and describe why the situation here calls for the Special Rule.

What we don’t have is what GGNRA is offering for dogs under the Special Rule. We would label what you tell us as a “final,” going
through the last stages of the approval process and expected to come out around mid-September.

One of the necessary matters to turn around is that GGNRA is not taking something away from dog owners but is giving them
more than any other national park users in the country. The true comparison is with the usual NPS dog regulations. To receive this
special benefit, sites have been well-justified so as not to set a precedent.That pushes back against “we’re only getting 1%”, but
not defensively.

Can you get someone to send us the essential contents of the Special Rule (including, if possible, a map) that makes plain why
certain areas have been chosen and examples of why many areas are inappropriate for on- or off-leash dogs. 

Best regards,
Amy

Neal just sent this, including Pelosi’s letter to you, below:

I	can	also	send	an	email	to	howard’s	personal	email	asking	him	for	how	many	mee7ngs	NPS
has	conducted	over	the	years	on	this	topic	as	a	way	to	highlight	the	public	engagement.	The
“listen	to	the	community	and	diverse	viewpoints”	message	is	central	to	Pelosi’s	4/1/15	leFer
to	GGNRA	(aFached).
	
We	want	Pelosi’s	office	to	see	that	the	NPS	has	listened	to	the	community,	but	listening	to
someone	and	doing	what	they	want	you	to	do	are	two	different	things.	And	the	science	and
policy	doesn’t	support	much	of	what	the	dog	people	want	NPS	to	do

<Pelosi ltr re GGNRA dog 4.1.15.jpg>
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From: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@
Subject: SF Chron article and reader comments

Date: April 24, 2016 at 1:26 PM
To: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@

Chris, check out SF Gate for the Mighty Mutt March article and reader comment.  Very revealing.  Howard

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/articleComments/Dogs-owners-unleash-protest-of-proposed-7305701.php

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: Fwd: Connecticut Speech

Date: December 22, 2015 at 12:03 PM
To: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@

Begin forwarded message:
Dear Chris,

Thank you for the informative conversation yesterday. I feel much better grounded on what we will be doing next month and beyond.

Here is the speech John sent me. I think it is good for some circumstances. However, I can understand where you and Greg came out 
in what it would be best for the Conservancy to do relative to the Dog Rule.  

What particularly struck me in the conversation was how much it counts to get phone calls in to the congressional offices. When you 
get back, I want to review how we can best spread the word about that.

And I’ll take you for a walk in that section of Ocean Beach!

Happy Holidays to you–– I hope you have a great vacation!

Warm regards,
Amy

From: John Reynolds <jreynoldsparks@ >
Subject: Fwd: Connecticut Speech
Date: November 20, 2015 at 8:56:14 AM PST
To: Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ >

Amy,

I thought you might enjoy the attached speech by Craig Obey.  He was the highly effective head of NPCA’s legislative affairs office 
for years, and a great conservationist.

J

Connecticuit 
Friends…s.docx

Amy Meyer
www.amywmeyer.com

(b) (6)
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From: Frank Dean frank_dean@nps.gov
Subject: Re: Dogs

Date: December 15, 2014 at 2:20 PM
To: Peggy O'Dell peggy_o'dell@nps.gov
Cc: Lehnertz Chris chris_lehnertz@ , Howard Levitt Howard_Levitt@nps.gov

Okay Peggy.

Howard, let's also call Jason Elliott in mayor's office to get some
context about the meeting.

Frank

Frank Dean
General Superintendent
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
201 Fort Mason
San Francisco, CA 94123
(415) 561-4720

On Dec 15, 2014, at 1:07 PM, Peggy O'Dell <peggy_o'dell@nps.gov> wrote:

Need three sentences on where you are with dogs. Sally meeting with SF Mayor. Need by Thursday please. Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone

(b) (6)
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Check out “Small Dog Beach Walk” by San Francisco Chronicle on Vimeo

Date: December 8, 2015 at 7:02 AM
To: Christine Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@nps.gov

Check out “Small Dog Beach Walk” by San Francisco Chronicle on Vimeo.

The video is available for your viewing pleasure at https://vimeo.com/146946465

If you like this video, make sure you share it, too!

Vimeo is filled with lots of amazing videos. See more at https://vimeo.com.

(b) (6)
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Leave your dog at home, please — High Country News

Date: December 3, 2015 at 12:07 PM
To: Christine Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@nps.gov

http://www.hcn.org/articles/leave-your-dog-at-home-please

(b) (6)
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Letter to Editor

Date: October 27, 2015 at 12:47 PM
To: Christine Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@nps.gov

Save recreation

Regarding “Ocean Beach fires may meet their match: permits” (Oct. 22), enjoying

bonfires isn’t the only type of recreation the National Park Service wants to

restrict in the Bay Area. In the past, they’ve also gone after mountain biking. Now,

they want to stop people from walking with their dogs at dozens of locations in

Marin, San Francisco and San Mateo counties. The National Park Service

refuses to acknowledge that an urban recreation area is different from a remote

wilderness. They even removed recreation as a guiding principle from the

management plan of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. 

Andrea Buffa, San Francisco

(b) (6)
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: My meeting with Supervisor Sears

Date: October 13, 2015 at 10:08 AM
To: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@

Dear Chris,

Kathrin Sears and I have known each other since her parents were early supporters of the GGNRA and she was in college. We 
actually met in Shanghai for a couple of days when she was a student there.

We had a long coffee on the deck at the Seahorse Restaurant in Sausalito on Saturday. Kate brought along her large mixed-breed 
dog, on a leash. Josie was entirely well-behaved. 

Kate is departing for a 3 week trip this week and will be back November 9.

1) When she comes back from her trip, she will get Gordon Bennett and me together with 
Sausalito planning staff to work on "house camouflage” for a home planned on the west side 
of Wolfback Ridge Road.

2) Since I am totally out of date with the Sausalito City Council, she will introduce me to 
Ray Withey.
 
3) I gave her a good report of the TLC meeting on 10/4 (one of her aides was there) and told 
her she should let me know if/when I can be helpful in matters pertaining to the MOU for 
Muir Woods.
 
4) Kate did not understand that GGNRA is trying to give people a legal Special Regulation 
to enjoy their dogs, so as to replace the one that violates federal law and has been in use 
since 1979. She says she has to deal with dog-owning voters. But she did not realize we are 
trying to give the locals what no other national park permits, even though it feels to the dog 
owners as if something is being taken away from them.

Kate's big concern is the lack of loop trails. I said my understanding was it was because the 
potential trails crossed into the lands of other jurisdictions. (I later mentioned this to John 
Reynolds who is out here for the Trust this week. He asked if  there was any opportunity for 
a small land trade. ???)

 I also explained to Kate that all units of the NPS follow the same regulations. I followed up 
our conversation with an e-mail of the 3 background documents. Kate’s reply indicated she 
“got it.” I’m hopeful this understanding will help.

Warm regards,

Amy

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: A question for the solicitor?

Date: October 1, 2015 at 3:16 PM
To: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@

Chris,

Thank you for the good meeting yesterday.

I wonder: The GGNRA has gone through the process ordered by Judge Alsop. The basis of the Special Rule lies in the Organic Act,
the CFR section, and the GGNRA legislation, plus the specifics of our situation. If the let-dogs-run-free group says “We’re not going to
cooperate; we’re going to court if the Special Rule is approved,” does that mean we are doomed to wait another several years before
we cam go by the Special Rule? 

Or, is there a way of structuring how the Special Rule is presented so if they sue, the dogs will be subject to the usual NPS regulations
rather than continuing the 1979 policy while the Special Rule is tested in court? 

Or, Jared Huffman was able to say the night of the presentation of the MOU in Mill Valley that if there were a suit it would only hold up
carrying out the improvements for Muir Woods everyone wanted to accomplish. Does GGNRA have any leverage like that on the dog
issues?

Best regards,

Amy

(b) (6)
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Dog friendly

Date: September 7, 2015 at 3:29 PM
To: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@nps.gov

The most dog friendly national park in the Country.

Chris Lehnertz

(b) (6)
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Re: dog concern

Date: August 25, 2015 at 8:02 PM
To: Amy Meyer a7w2m@

Hi Amy,

1:30 would be perfect. I'll give you a call on the phone number you sent me. 

Once you return from your trip, perhaps we could check calendars for a time to meet. We are working on our five year strategic plan,
and while it's not a document we will take out for public comment, I would like to share a draft with you and get your thoughts. 

Thanks much, I look forward to talking with you!

Chris 

On Aug 24, 2015, at 8:08 AM, Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ > wrote:

Hi Chris,

I am available in that window. How about 1:30?

Thank you,
Amy

On Aug 23, 2015, at 10:30 PM, Chris Lehnertz <chris_lehnertz@ > wrote:

Hi Amy,

Really appreciate your email, it would be good to talk before you leave town. I'm visiting my Mom in Denver and will be returning
to the office on Tuesday. I just opened up some time on my calendar on Wednesday afternoon from 1-3pm. Would you have
availability in that window? 

Look forward to finding something that works.

Thanks much! 

Chris 

On Aug 21, 2015, at 12:31 PM, Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ > wrote:

Dear Chris,

Our schedules are not coinciding well for a phone call. Janet said you are going out of town. I am leaving next Thursday for 10
days and I want to make sure you know my worry about the next dog management stages.

I heard that you met with Dan Bernal after Neal, Becky, and I did. I heard he was concerned that the new Dog Management
Plan show changes from the earlier one. In a quick conversation with Howard shortly afterward he said there weren’t any real
changes.

This was a big warning bell to me regarding the need to keep Pelosi at least neutral. In my personal opinion, I think it will be
very necessary to find whatever changes can possibly be shown. Changes would need to be featured in any press release at
the time the plan comes out–– at least in general.

I have been collecting names and starting to work with my “People” to get the necessary letters in when the Plan is released.
Changes would be part of the response for some letters.

I’m home today, but have interviews from now until 2 pm. Perhaps you can call or send an e-mail before I leave. 

Phone: 

Best regards,
Amy

Amy Meyer
www.amywmeyer.com
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Re: dog concern

Date: August 23, 2015 at 10:30 PM
To: Amy Meyer a7w2m@

Hi Amy,

Really appreciate your email, it would be good to talk before you leave town. I'm visiting my Mom in Denver and will be returning to the
office on Tuesday. I just opened up some time on my calendar on Wednesday afternoon from 1-3pm. Would you have availability in
that window? 

Look forward to finding something that works.

Thanks much! 

Chris 

On Aug 21, 2015, at 12:31 PM, Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ > wrote:

Dear Chris,

Our schedules are not coinciding well for a phone call. Janet said you are going out of town. I am leaving next Thursday for 10 days
and I want to make sure you know my worry about the next dog management stages.

I heard that you met with Dan Bernal after Neal, Becky, and I did. I heard he was concerned that the new Dog Management Plan
show changes from the earlier one. In a quick conversation with Howard shortly afterward he said there weren’t any real changes.

This was a big warning bell to me regarding the need to keep Pelosi at least neutral. In my personal opinion, I think it will be very
necessary to find whatever changes can possibly be shown. Changes would need to be featured in any press release at the time
the plan comes out–– at least in general.

I have been collecting names and starting to work with my “People” to get the necessary letters in when the Plan is released.
Changes would be part of the response for some letters.

I’m home today, but have interviews from now until 2 pm. Perhaps you can call or send an e-mail before I leave. 

Phone: 

Best regards,
Amy
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From: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@
Subject: Re: Thank you for the meeting

Date: July 21, 2015 at 11:27 PM
To: BeckyE rebecae@
Cc: Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org, Amy Meyer a7w2m@

Dear Becky, Amy, and Neal:  

You're marvelous friends - thank you so much!  These actions will be hugely important in the next phase, as the draft Rule is 
completed and released for comment.  Let's stay in touch ...  Howard

On Jul 21, 2015, at 10:42 AM, BeckyE wrote:

fyi . . . 

-----Forwarded Message----- 
From: BeckyE 
Sent: Jul 21, 2015 10:41 AM 
To: Dan Bernal 
Cc: Amy , Neal Desai , Becky Evans 
Subject: Thank you for the meeting 

Dear Dan,

Thank you for meeting with us for an informative session about the pending GGNRA Dog 
Management Plan.  

You told us that the Leader's Office is receiving many comments from opponents to the Plan.  

In the future, you will hear more from the stakeholders who support the Dog Management 
Plan.

Our organizations will continue to educate the public with significant scientific and factual 
information supporting the balanced NPS decision-making as the misinformation campaign is 
waged by those that simply oppose regulation. We'll provide key points for your use, such as 
what we shared with you regarding debunking the "less than 1% of GGNRA for dog walking" 
claim. 

Our organizations will encourage a maximum comment period on the SEIS - from 60 to 90 
days.

The celebration of all forms of recreation as part of the NPS Centennial and seek people 
"without baggage? is an excellent idea and we will explore possibilities to implement this 
suggestion.

When the Plan process is done we’ll seek ways to celebrate what is being permitted here and 
nowhere else.

We’ll assist the NPS in enlisting as many different stakeholders as possible to help implement 
the Plan.

Dan, thank you very much for your time and attention to this complex matter.

Best regards,

Amy Meyer
Becky Evans

(b) (6)
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Becky Evans
Neal Desai
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: San Mateo dog story

Date: July 15, 2015 at 8:25 AM
To: chris_lehnertz@
Cc: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@

Dear Chris,

Howard may also know this story. I heard it from Frank Dean.

I knew Dave Holland a little when he was the head of San Mateo County parks. He moved on to become Assistant County Manager
and retired last year. A couple of years ago, Frank went to Dave about a 10 acre parcel of land that is within the GGNRA boundary but
had not yet been acquired. Frank suggested that Dave allow it to become a dog park so that when it was acquired that would be an
established use. Of course that would take off some of the dogs-run-free pressure in San Mateo County. Dave wouldn’t cooperate.

I understand you are meeting with Dan Bernal right after Neal, Becky, and I do. I should be home from 2:30 until 5:15 should you wish
to phone. 

(The current San Mateo County Parks director is Marlene Finley and has a conservation background. She and Neal Desai were the
only two speakers in a panel put together by Jackie Speier for a meeting about the GGNRA Dog Management Plan who dealt well
with the issue.)

Best regards,

Amy

(b) (6)
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: Information for our 7/14 dog meeting

Date: July 14, 2015 at 9:00 PM
To: Dan Bernal dan.bernal@mail.house.gov
Cc: Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org, Becky Evans rebecae@

Dear Dan,

Neal Desai, Becky Evans and I will be in your office at 1 p.m. tomorrow.

To introduce you to what we have to say and so you can pass on this information to the person from your D.C. office who will be on
the line, here are 4 documents.

1) GGNRA Dog Management Preamble

Dog 
Manag…le.docx

2) Applicable section from the Code of Federal Regulations (see especially (1) and (2))

CFR 36 CFR 
2.15.docx

3) Neighboring agencies dog policies

Neighboring 
agenci…on.pdf

4) GGNRA Dog Management History

GGNRA Dog 
Manag…ry.docx

Best regards,

Amy

(b) (6)
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: Re: Last piece of dog management presentation to Dan Bernal

Date: July 13, 2015 at 5:03 PM
To: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@
Cc: Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org, Becky Evans rebecae@ , chris_lehnertz@

Thanks, Howard.

I know it was a strain to get this out on your first day back.

Will keep you and Chris posted when we have our packet together to send to Dan tomorrow.

Best,
Amy

On Jul 13, 2015, at 4:53 PM, Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers <howandwen@ > wrote:

Amy, Neal, and Becky:

Try this ...

1.  Golden Gate petitioned the NPS regional and national directorate to be able to develop a GOGA-specific rule for dog 
management that both met the preservation and recreation mandates of an NPS site, and also acknowledged the then-30 year 
tradition of off-leash dog use in areas of the park, and park ownership of most of the beach areas in San Francisco and southern 
Marin.  It is a significant stretch for NPS to even consider off-leash dog use.

2.  Of 407 areas of the NPS, not one permits off leash dog use.

2.  Unlike single-issue stakeholders, NPS is required to consider the desires of a broad array of park users.

3.  The sites that are most contested in the park are those which are popular with all users - Fort Funston, Ocean Beach, Crissy 
Field, Rodeo Beach, and Muir Beach.  Four of these areas have proposed off-leash areas. Others of the 22 areas originally 
evaluated for use zoning are also used and enjoyed by a broad spectrum of visitors.  

4.  NPS carefully assessed every area governed by the 1979 Pet Policy, and later added key San Mateo County sites that were not 
owned or managed by the park in 1979, to determine if there were any areas where dogs could be permitted off leash without 
threatening sensitive or threatended wildlife and plants, and which also permitted opportunities for those who want a dog-free 
experience.  We identified 7 areas where we feel off leash dog use can occur.

5.  In addition to the 7 proposed off leash areas, there are 21 areas (including some that also permit off leash) that propose on-leash 
dog walking.

6.  Commercial dog walking is permitted in many park areas; NPS authority to permit this use is contested by several groups.

Howard

On Fri, Jul 10, 2015 at 4:42 PM, Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ > wrote:
Dear Chris,

Neal, Becky, and I have pulled together all but the last piece of paper for the meeting with Dan on Wednesday. They are 1) a 
shortened version of the preamble Howard sent us and 2) the chart he sent showing what neighboring agencies do. I found 3) the 
CFR citation and will provide Dan with a copy, highlighting sections 1 and 2..

Howard said he’d get on the paper that summarizes the relevant sections of the Dog Management Plan as soon as he returns on 
Monday. This has to be in bullet or other short form–– it’s my experience that Dan does not have the time to deal with anything of 
any length. He will simply want to know the essentials.

I need the paper by Tuesday morning because I want to send the 4 papers to Dan ahead of time and want him to be able to share 
them with the person he is including in our meeting from their Washington office. I also have to go over the paper with Neal and 
Becky before I use it.

I have to leave by 9:30 Monday morning for an event for the opening of the New Presidio Parkway. I will be back about noon. I 
leave for a doctors appointment at 2:15. Back near 4.

Best,
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Amy

Amy Meyer
www.amywmeyer.com
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: Fwd: Speier GGNRA dog amendment offered on House floor but out of order

Date: July 10, 2015 at 5:05 PM
To: chris_lehnertz@

Begin forwarded message:
Chris,

By now I hope you have seen this Speier attempt. I view it as grandstanding since she knows the House rules. I hope that’s what it 
was–– but that doesn’t mean she won’t try something else.

Amy

From: Neal Desai <ndesai@npca.org>
Subject: Speier GGNRA dog amendment offered on House floor but out of order
Date: July 7, 2015 at 7:28:48 PM PDT
To: "Amy Meyer (a7w2m@ )" <a7w2m@ >, "BeckyE (rebecae@ )" <rebecae@ >

Just	FYI.	Rep.	Speier	just	offered	this	amendment	(rider)	on	floor	of	House	appropria=ons	bill.	
Rep	Calvert	raised	point	of	order	as	the	amendment	violated	rule	21	of	House	rules.	It	is	"out	of	
order"	but	thought	you	should	know	about	it.	I’ve	informed	NPS	and	will	keep	you	posted	if	
anything	else	related	comes	up.
	
hMp://repcloakroom.house.gov/uploadedfiles/inQy16speier.pdf
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: Dog meeting with Dan Bernal

Date: July 8, 2015 at 9:50 AM
To: chris_lehnertz@
Cc: Becky Evans rebecae@ , Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org

Dear Chris,

Neal, Becky, and I are meeting with Dan Bernal next Wednesday, 7/15, at 1 pm.

Howard supplied us with some good background information including underlying legislation and policy and also a chart showing 
what neighboring agencies are doing re: dogs.

We will summarize the nationwide dog regulations and describe why the situation here calls for the Special Rule.

What we don’t have is what GGNRA is offering for dogs under the Special Rule. We would label what you tell us as a “final,” going 
through the last stages of the approval process and expected to come out around mid-September.

One of the necessary matters to turn around is that GGNRA is not taking something away from dog owners but is giving them more 
than any other national park users in the country. The true comparison is with the usual NPS dog regulations. To receive this special 
benefit, sites have been well-justified so as not to set a precedent.That pushes back against “we’re only getting 1%”, but not 
defensively.

Can you get someone to send us the essential contents of the Special Rule (including, if possible, a map) that makes plain why 
certain areas have been chosen and examples of why many areas are inappropriate for on- or off-leash dogs. 

Best regards,
Amy

Neal just sent this, including Pelosi’s letter to you, below:

I	can	also	send	an	email	to	howard’s	personal	email	asking	him	for	how	many	mee7ngs	NPS	has	
conducted	over	the	years	on	this	topic	as	a	way	to	highlight	the	public	engagement.	The	“listen	
to	the	community	and	diverse	viewpoints”	message	is	central	to	Pelosi’s	4/1/15	leFer	to	GGNRA	
(aFached).
	
We	want	Pelosi’s	office	to	see	that	the	NPS	has	listened	to	the	community,	but	listening	to	
someone	and	doing	what	they	want	you	to	do	are	two	different	things.	And	the	science	and	
policy	doesn’t	support	much	of	what	the	dog	people	want	NPS	to	do
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From: Phil Ginsburg pginsburg@
Subject: dogs

Date: April 24, 2016 at 8:43 PM
To: Christine Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Cc: Staci White Staci.White@sfgov.org

Chris,

I need to discuss dogs w you and/or Howard tomorrow. Staci can help us schedule time for a call.

Thanks,

Phil Ginsburg
(sent from my iPhone)
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From: Amy Meyer amy7w2m@
Subject: Re: Info: Dog walkers sue GGNRA

Date: April 7, 2016 at 3:43 PM
To: Mark Westlund mark.westlund@sierraclub.org
Cc: Virginia Reinhart virginia.reinhart@sierraclub.org, Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org, Josh Sonnenfeld josh.sonnenfeld@sierraclub.org

, Alan Carlton carltonal@ , Michelle Myers michelle.myers@sierraclub.org, BeckyE rebecae@ ,
Bernal, Dan Dan.Bernal@mail.house.gov

Bcc: chris_lehnertz@

Please click on the red print "even Nancy Pelosi weighing in against it" and you will find that it is about Nancy getting the comment time on the proposed
Special Rule extended for 30 days. 

It concerns me that many people won't bother to click.

Amy

On Thu, Apr 7, 2016 at 2:56 PM, Mark Westlund <mark.westlund@sierraclub.org> wrote:

http://sfist.com/2016/04/07/dog_owners_get_serious_file_lawsuit.php

Dog Owners Get Serious, File Lawsuit Against National Park Service Over New Restrictions

BY JAY BARMANN IN NEWS ON APR 7, 2016 12:20 PM

Fort Funston. Photo: Darwin Bell

In the ongoing drama over new proposed dog rules in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
several local dog-owner groups filed a federal lawsuit Tuesday seeking data from the National Park
Service on the impact of dogs on the area. As KRON 4 and CBS 5 are reporting, angry dog owners
who don't want to see the number of off-leash areas decrease along the SF and Marin coasts are
looking to compel the government to show them some hard numbers before the period for public
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looking to compel the government to show them some hard numbers before the period for public
comment on the proposed changes ends.

The group filing the suit goes by the name Save Our Recreation, and as an attorney representing
them tells the Chronicle, "It is apparent that NPS has purposefully blocked access to this
information because it does not want the public to use the documents in connection with the public
comment period for the proposed rule that, if implemented, would radically reduce a long-standing
recreational use of the GGNRA."

The group, which serves as an umbrella organization for multiple local dog-owner groups, filed a
Freedom of Information Act request for the same data back in November, but heard no response.
Thus, the lawsuit.

The new rules, as detailed in February, would drastically reduce the number of off-leash areas for
dogs — cutting the acreage where off-leash dog walking is allowed by more than half in popular
spots like Fort Funston and Crissy Field — and banning dogs altogether in some spots.

Many, many people have spoken out against the plan, with even Nancy Pelosi weighing in against
it, because as we all know, anecdotally, there are more dogs than children in San Francisco. The
new rules would effect a large swath of the coast though, not just in SF, as the GGNRA extends to
Marin and down into San Mateo County as well.

The Park Service has previously said that the changes are trying to strike a balance of allowing dog
owners and non-dog owners alike space to enjoy the beaches, and protecting habitats and the
environment as well.

-- 
www.amywmeyer.com
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Mmc

Date: March 23, 2016 at 10:28 PM
To: Christine Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@nps.gov

"It's pup season! And that means you might encounter newborn harbor seal pups

on local beaches. What should you do if you have one of these special meetings?

What should you not do?

You SHOULD...

- Stay at least 100 feet away from the seal pup. This applies to dogs, too. Harbor

seal pups do not have a strong immune system when they are first born. Contact

with people and dogs very likely will compromise their health... and lead to their

death. (Dramatic sounding, but that's the reality).

- If you are so inclined, politely encourage other people to also stay away from the

seal pup.

- Call your local marine mammal rescue organization. (From Anchor Bay down to

Morro Bay, including the SF Bay Area, call 415-289-SEAL. Other organizations

rescue locally south of Morro Bay). Rescue organizations have people specially

trained to evaluate and rescue harbor seal pups... if they need rescuing.

You SHOULD NOT...

- Take... "Just one cute selfie!... I won't hurt it. I'll be really quiet and quick!" See

the point above about the pup's immune system. Additionally, because a harbor

seal pup is alone on a beach doesn't mean it's abandoned. Harbor seal pups are

routinely left on beaches by their moms when they swim just offshore to forage.

Mom knows exactly where she left her pup.

Harbor seals are extremely skittish. If they see a person or dog in proximity to the

pup, they will not go all "momma grizzly" and rush to defend their pup. They will

instead abandon it. They will not return to the pup after you've taken that "one

quick selfie" and left. The pup is now alone and will die. (Sounds harsh, yes. But

again, it's reality).

- Attempt to rescue the pup. In many cases, the pup is just fine. Its mom is just

offshore (whether or not you can see her) and she knows where her pup is.

Rescue organizations' rescue crews are trained to evaluate pups as to whether

they need rescue. They have special training and equipment to rescue pups safely.
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they need rescue. They have special training and equipment to rescue pups safely.

- Take the pup home to feed it. Although ridiculously cute, harbor seal pups make

ridiculously terrible pets. Once separated from its mom, a harbor seal pup needs a

very special tube-fed diet, antibiotics, vitamins and round-the-clock care. (All that

in addition to the fact that they're not house trained. Time to replace the bathtub!).

- Pour water on the pup. Harbor seal pups are not fish. They can spend hours, and

even days, out of the water. Pouring water on a pup just makes them cold, and

they then have to use their energy to warm themselves again."
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From: Chris Lehnertz chrleh@i
Subject: City Visions: New Rules for Dogs in the GGNRA | KALW

Date: March 21, 2016 at 11:27 PM
To: Christine Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@nps.gov

http://kalw.org/post/city-visions-new-rules-dogs-ggnra
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From: Christine Lehnertz Chris_Lehnertz@nps.gov
Subject: Photos from Save Off-Leash Dog Walking Areas in the SF Bay Area's post in Mighty Mutt March

Date: March 16, 2016 at 7:38 PM
To: Me chris_lehnertz@

https://m.facebook.com/saveoffleash/photos/gm.1697405263869041/1039477626109599/?type=3&source=44

Chris Lehnertz, Superintendent
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
Muir Woods National Monument
Fort Point National Historic Site
201 Fort Mason
San Francisco, CA  94123
(w) 415-561-4720
(m) 415-652-8811
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: MoveOn Petitions - Enforce existing laws on the San Mateo County Coast to protect us from off-leash dogs.

Date: February 26, 2016 at 7:15 AM
To: Christine Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@nps.gov

http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/enforce-existing-laws
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From: Amy Meyer amy7w2m@
Subject: Fwd: Out of Office: Dog Question for Chris Lehnertz on 9 am program

Date: February 25, 2016 at 11:15 AM
To: chris_lehnertz@ , Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org

Dear Chris and Neal,

I thought both of you did a fine job this morning. You covered much ground as Michael Krasny kept a steady hand on moving things
along. 

Below is what came back to me from Forum. I had asked:  Why would this Special Rule for dogs in the GGNRA actually GIVE special
privileges to local dog walkers rather than taking something away from them? ––– but it wasn't used.

We''ll keep moving along! Thank you,

Amy
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Forum Mail <Forum@kqed.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 25, 2016 at 8:50 AM
Subject: Out of Office: Dog Question for Chris Lehnertz on 9 am program
To: Amy Meyer <amy7w2m@ >

Thank you for emailing the Forum program. If this is a comment or question for a live show we will immediately send it to the segment
producer/director and the host may read it on the air. If this is a show idea or show pitch, we appreciate your suggestion and we will
consider it. Finally, if this is a general comment about the show or the host, we will forward it to the host and senior editor.

We wish that we could respond to every email individually, but due to the large volume of emails – and the demands on our small staff
- this is unfortunately not possible. Thanks for listening!

-- 
www.amywmeyer.com
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From: Chris Lehnertz chris_lehnertz@
Subject: Re: Out of Office: Dog Question for Chris Lehnertz on 9 am program

Date: February 27, 2016 at 7:37 AM
To: Amy Meyer amy7w2m@
Cc: Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org

Thanks Amy. It was a great pleasure to sit next to Neal, and next to Andrea, and have a good chance to make our cases. Much more
still left to say. My new mantra: "It's fair to share!"

:)

See you soon.

Chris 

On Feb 25, 2016, at 10:15 AM, Amy Meyer <amy7w2m@ > wrote:

Dear Chris and Neal,

I thought both of you did a fine job this morning. You covered much ground as Michael Krasny kept a steady hand on moving things
along. 

Below is what came back to me from Forum. I had asked:  Why would this Special Rule for dogs in the GGNRA actually GIVE
special privileges to local dog walkers rather than taking something away from them? ––– but it wasn't used.

We''ll keep moving along! Thank you,

Amy
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Forum Mail <Forum@kqed.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 25, 2016 at 8:50 AM
Subject: Out of Office: Dog Question for Chris Lehnertz on 9 am program
To: Amy Meyer <amy7w2m@ >

Thank you for emailing the Forum program. If this is a comment or question for a live show we will immediately send it to the
segment producer/director and the host may read it on the air. If this is a show idea or show pitch, we appreciate your suggestion
and we will consider it. Finally, if this is a general comment about the show or the host, we will forward it to the host and senior
editor.

We wish that we could respond to every email individually, but due to the large volume of emails – and the demands on our small
staff - this is unfortunately not possible. Thanks for listening!

-- 
www.amywmeyer.com
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